
How can you ensure that the deals you close 
today will get funded quickly?

 Is all of your documentation always
complete? Are you certain?

 How does your dealership ensure that
everyone in the process is held accountable?

 What is your process for ensuring that
nothing remains outstanding?

More Control...Less Cost
What if there was an easy to use system that could 
automate the way deal packets are controlled, audited, 
and distributed for funding? What if this "virtual auditor" 
system never slept and was relentless in follow up to 
make sure that any deal packet with missing documents 
always got completed on time every time? 

 We don't replace your F & I solution.  We make it more
efficient.

 We don't add time and complexity to deal processing,
we automate it and make it faster.

 We give you more auditing without more costs.

docMgt identifies all of the documents in a deal packet 
and immediately notifies the right users when anything 
is missing to complete the transaction.

docMgt is easy to deploy and 
impoves cashflow! 

• Identify all  documents in a deal packet
and verify all of the requirements by deal
type.

• Notification to the right users if anything
is missing.

• If deficiencies are not fixed on time
reminders are sent.

• Real time visibility of deal statuses.

• Once requirements are met funding
requests sent.

When you automate the document auditing process deals get funded quicker, 
you are better prepared for the month end rush, and cash flow is improved!

Contact us today to learn how you can improve your deal document processes and improve your cash flow!

docMgt | info@docmgt.com | 720 O St.  Suite D | Lincoln, NE 68508 | 844-362-6481

Close the deal and get funded quicker

Improve your deal processing to improve your results.




